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 Set multiple timers to pause until an event occurs or as long as you want. An online, password-free, and 24/7 alarm clock with
alarm, snooze, auto save and resume. Have multiple settings and organize them easily with the quick-access mode. With Clock
Screen, you can also set a sound, choose from multiple colors, and have an alarm clock that lets you sleep in peace. Keep your

eyes open and you can also have a silent alarm clock. ▶ 9 Alarm Triggers You can choose 9 different timer triggers. Each
trigger is customizable with its own configuration. The timer is not only perfect for those who want to work for only two hours

but also for those who want to do something different in the morning: get a coffee, take a shower, or exercise. ▶ In-App
Purchases You can add the gift option, which is a one-time payment. You can also pay for the subscription directly in the app.

▶ 3 Login Methods You can have a Login-Free option as well as a social login and a personal login. Login-Free option is perfect
for those who want to use the app only for a short period of time. ▶ Works Well Even Without Internet Connection We

understand that not everyone has Internet connection. We don’t force you to sign in with the Facebook, Google, or Twitter login.
It is really convenient to use Clock Screen without any login. ▶ Timer Save and Resume You can set the timer to save the state.
You can wake up with your timer settings. You can also set an alarm clock as the timer resume. Features ● Timer starts working
only after you set the alarm or the timer is paused. ● You can set an alarm that will not alarm you. ● Set timer until you get out
of bed. ● Set timer for coffee. ● Set a timer for a shower or bath. ● You can choose to wake up to a silent alarm clock. ● A

timer can be started from the event reminder. ● You can choose from the following options: volume, melody, vibration, and the
timer will be started. ● 3 Login methods. ● You can choose between Login-Free and Login with Facebook, Google, and

Twitter. ● If you have the subscription for the app, you can set the frequency, so you can select one of the following times:
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